The coal flows from store to boiler

The Iron Fireman “Coal Flow” model eliminates all handling of fuel. It feeds the coal direct from the store to the firebed. Made to the same standards as the “hopper” model Iron Fireman, the “Coal Flow” has already been the subject of enthusiastic reports from users. Your files would be the more complete for “Coal Flow” literature and our engineers are available for a free survey.
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of exclusive design, embodying the experience of over twenty-five years in the production of high-class valves for the heating and allied trades; made to give lasting service under severe conditions.

Modern machines and workmanship ensure uniform quality and size, facilitating renewal or interchange of all parts without adaptation.

Smooth matt surfaces offer no lodgment for dust, especially on easy-clean models, and the ebonite handwheels have engraved brass indicator disc secured with non-heating stud.

All plated fittings dismantled and cleared from deposit or acid before testing, thus ensuring permanent and brilliant finish.

THE MOST COMPLETE RANGE OFFERED TO THE HEATING TRADE IN THIS COUNTRY

"They have made their way
By the way they are made."

BRITISH STEAM SPECIALTIES LTD.
FLEET STREET, LEICESTER
Planning authorities will doubtless incorporate the most modern methods of heating in post-war buildings.

They are agreed that whatever the method to be used, the mechanical firing of boilers burning solid fuel will be the cheapest and most effective method of heat production.

It follows then, that the Iron Fireman, the first and foremost Automatic Coal Stoker, will play an important part in the post-war heating of buildings and we invite your questions and enquiries.

The Iron Fireman range of stokers includes some 40 models and sizes, covering industrial, civic, institutional, horticultural and domestic heating requirements.
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BOSS SPECIALTIES FOR ENGINEERS

Including

Reducing Valves for Steam, Gas, Compressed Air or Water. For all fluids and pressures.

Strainers for use with Reducing Valves, Steam Traps, etc. Invaluable for arresting dirt, grit etc., in pipe lines.

Separators for removing oil and water from Steam or Air lines.

Steam Traps for all duties and pressures. Thermostatic or Mechanical, including the “Buoy” inverted bucket type illustrated.

BRITISH STEAM SPECIALTIES LTD.
FLEET STREET, LEICESTER
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EXCLUSIVE "BOSSOT" SPECIALTIES
FOR THE HEATING AND ALLIED TRADES
INCLUDING
RADIATOR VALVES for hot water or
low pressure steam heating Systems.
Available in straight or angle patterns
with wheel or lockshield.
Being in forged metal, the valves have
a clean finish and offer no restric-
tion to flow.

THE "BOSS" SAFETY VALVE
FOR HEATING BOILERS,
CALORIFIERS, ETC.

Easy to release, regrind,
or set under pressure;
impossible to overload;
lock-up prevents in-
terference with adjust-
ment.

THE "BOSSETTE" STEAM TRAP, nickel
fitted and with guided
element. For pressures
up to 100 lbs.
Size ½" only.

BRITISH STEAM SPECIALTIES LTD.
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Where efficiency is the first consideration

as in this boilerhouse of a world-famous factory, Iron Fireman Automatic Coal Stokers were installed to fire the new heavy duty La Mont type steam boiler. The experience of this and many similar Iron Fireman installations is at your disposal.

ASHWELL & NESBIT LTD., BARKBY ROAD, LEICESTER
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LET THE VELAN STEAM TRAP ASSEMBLY BECOME THE BRAIN CONTROLLING YOUR STEAM USING EQUIPMENT

7 DEVICES COMBINED IN 1 SINGLE UNIT
1. STEAM TRAP
2. AIR VENT
3. CHECK VALVE
4. STRAINER
5. SIGHT GLASS
6. TEMP. CONTROL
7. TEMP. INDICATOR.

AND ONLY IN VELAN PATENTED BIMETALLIC TRAPS
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